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Abstract 
The paper addresses a dynamics modeling method dedicated to control design for constrained mechanical systems. The 
constraints may be material, control or task based, provided that they are specified by algebraic or differential equations. 
Theoretical analytical and control developments are related to control acceleration and jerk for car-like vehicles. In vehicle 
dynamics design and control, jerk and acceleration limits are control objectives related to passenger comfort and vehicle 
performance. Usually, their profiles are assessed experimentally and then incorporated into vehicle controllers. The paper 
presents a control strategy, which enables specifying desired profiles of acceleration and jerk by constraint equations.  
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1. Introduction 
The paper addresses dynamics modeling dedicated to controller designs for constrained mechanical systems. The 
constraints on systems may origin from any source, i.e. they can be material, control based or task based, provided 
that they can be presented in forms of algebraic or differential equations. There are quite a lot of constraints 
significant from engineering viewpoint put upon system models, which can be presented in equation forms. Interest 
of this paper is focused upon task based constraints on acceleration and its change, i.e. jerk, imposed on car-like 
vehicle dynamics. These constraints may be nonholonomic and second and third orders, respectively.  
In vehicle design and performance, one of key factors are modeling and eliminating a passenger discomfort, which 
is strongly related to magnitudes of acceleration and jerk. Comfortable levels of these quantities have different 
magnitudes in the direction of motion and perpendicular to it; see e.g. Suzuki [1]. Other most common constraints 
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put upon a vehicle performance and ride quality properties, as well as in lane changing problems, are upon lateral 
acceleration and steering velocity as reported in Li and Wang [2] and Papadimitriou and Tomizuka [3]. Jerk and 
acceleration limits are often considered controller design objectives in car-like vehicles control design or they are 
additional vehicle performance properties measured. Much of research is focused on an engine torque as a common 
source to systems controlling vehicle dynamics; see e.g. Dunderski [4] and references there.  
In order to improve driving comfort during accelerated vehicle motion, jerk should be eliminated. Nonlinear 
vehicle acceleration should be converted into a linear, possibly a constant one. Thus, part of the vehicle pulling 
force, which remains available after overcoming motion resistance, should be constant along the vehicle acceleration 
path. Controlling the vehicle dynamics by controlling the engine torque may eliminate jerk and improve passenger 
comfort. In order to control the engine torque during vehicle acceleration, the engine torque curve family for 
acceleration is required. In Jol and Duboc [5], test beds are designed, from which the engine torque family is 
obtained for the accelerated vehicle motion. However, accurate results can be obtained only recording vehicle 
dynamics in real conditions. In Dunderski [4] the engine torque family is obtained by recording acceleration data of 
an experimental vehicle. There, a choice of acceleration properties gives the acceleration function curve, which 
intersects the family curves of the engine torques. The way in which the acceleration function curve intersects the 
engine torque curve family is determined by the selected properties of the acceleration. The model of the 
acceleration function is stored in a vehicle controller module as an adaptive torque generator. In Bosetti et al. [6] an 
experimental investigation of human control of vehicles based on the general theories on human movement is 
presented. The longitudinal and lateral accelerations as well as their relations with theories of motor optimality 
principles, such as minimum jerk and minimum variance are studied. Data collected during experiments were used 
to support a driver by an artificial co-driver.  
Other approaches to acceleration and jerk estimation, specification of their desired levels and finally controlling 
them are mostly experimental measurement and approximations based. In Chee et al. [7] three different acceleration 
profiles: circular trajectory, trapezoidal acceleration trajectory, and fifth order polynomial trajectory, were used. The 
lateral jerk for a vehicle is specified by selecting the slope of the trapezoid, and the lateral acceleration by choosing 
the height of the trapezoid. Thus, each acceleration profile is obtained separately by measurements.  
Other area of interest in acceleration and jerk is for agile and racing oriented vehicles. They, by definition, should 
reach specific performance properties. In Jingang et al. [8] dynamics stability and agility of a racing vehicle is 
investigated and the vehicle lateral jerk and acceleration is taken into account, in a form of an agility metrics, to 
compare maneuvering performance of a racing car driver and a typical driver.  
The paper presents an analytical dynamics modelling method, control strategy architecture based on it, and a 
subsequent controller design, which, in contrast to many results reported in literature, e.g. see Udwadia and 
Wanichanon [9], results in final control algorithms that are control theory based, they are the existing ones, already 
tested and proved their good performance. It means that nonlinear control theory tools are used at the control level. 
Moreover, the controllers can be the ones dedicated either to holonomic or nonholonomic systems, and both can be 
applied to nonholonomic ones. A control engineer will know then what sensors are to be used, what is the control 
convergence and tracking errors when uses the control architecture presented in the paper.  
A case study example that illustrates the theoretical analytical and control developments presented in the paper is 
a problem of control of acceleration and its change for a car-like vehicle. The car-like vehicle has rigid wheels, in 
contrast to a real vehicle whose wheels have tires and the nonholonomic first order material constraints have to be 
transformed to the form that represents pneumatic tire characteristics; see Jarzębowska and Vantsevich [10]. 
The paper contribution is two folded. It introduces latest analytical dynamics methods to handle vehicle 
performance and driving comfort control problems proposing a new approach for these problems. Also, it proposes a 
control strategy that can handle practical engineering driving related problems in a unified way.  
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the task based constraints on vehicle dynamics and driving 
properties are specified. Also, the analytical dynamics modeling method is reported based on Jarzębowska [11]. 
Section 3 reports the control strategy architecture as adapted to acceleration and jerk constraints. The example of 
control acceleration and its change for a car-like vehicle model is presented in section 4. Simulation results illustrate 
the theoretical development. The paper closes with conclusions, future research prospects and a list of references.  
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2. Task based constraints on vehicle dynamics and driving properties 
The most common constraints put upon a vehicle performance, its ride quality properties, and upon agile vehicles 
during, e.g. fast lane changing maneuvers, are upon lateral acceleration and steering velocity [2], [3]. They can be 
written as 
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where N is the real curvature of the vehicle trajectory and N  is its derivative, I is the steering angle, v is velocity and 
l is a distance between the vehicle wheels axles. It can be seen that the constraint (2) is nonholonomic. If to present a 
trajectory curvature N(t) in the Cartesian plane (x,y), it is of the form  
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so it is clear that the constraint (2) is third order nonholonomic. 
We may then, specify a constraint for a desired change of acceleration and jerk profiles using the constraint 
equations similar to (1) or (2). Other motion or performance requirements, like the ones for motion of a vehicle 
along a specified trajectory or with a pre-specified velocity change, can be presented in a constraint equation form.  
Methods of classical analytical dynamics, i.e. Lagrange dynamics, cannot be applied to constrained systems with 
third order constraints. Appell equations can be applied to systems with second order constraints.  
Latest research results on analytical dynamics modeling methods for constrained systems resulted in derivation of 
the generalized programmed motion equations (GPME), which are suitable for modeling systems subjected to 
constraints like (1) or (2). They are presented in Jarzębowska [11]. The constraints that may be incorporated into the 
dynamics, i.e. the constrained dynamics, may origin from any source. They can be material, control based or task 
based, provided they can be presented in the form of algebraic or differential equations. There are a lot constraints 
put upon engineering system models that can be presented in the unified constraint equation forms, which is  
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In classical dynamics setting, for p=0 the constraint is position, for p=1 it is kinematic first order, like the non-
slipping wheel condition which generates the first order nonholonomic constraint equation. The constraints for p=0 
or p=1 are referred to as material. The constraints for p>1 are non-material, e.g. they are specified by a vehicle 
designer or a control engineer.  
The multi-purpose modeling framework for constrained systems - GPME equations, is an analytical dynamics basis 
for modeling agile vehicles. This constrained dynamics takes into account constraints like (1) or (2) and is 
developed for rigid system models with arbitrary order nonholonomic constraints. The GPME have the form 
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where q is a n-dimensional state vector, B is a (kun) dimensional constraint matrix, p - constraint order, n>k, and s 
is a k-vector. Q is a vector of external forces, which are not controls. 
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The constrained dynamics is referred to as a reference dynamics. The solutions to (4) are position time histories and 
their time derivatives for motions satisfying the constraints. Inspecting the solutions one may get motion kinematic 
characteristics along the specified motion and may determine forces and torques needed to reach them. Thus, one 
may verify whether the specified motion, e.g. in terms of velocities or accelerations, is available for a given vehicle. 
Notice that the dynamics (4) is free of the constraint reaction forces, which are eliminated in the derivation process. 
This is the fundamental advantage which makes (4) suitable for direct control applications.  
The derivation process for (4) can be automated and easily applied to any commercial software, e.g. Matlab, 
using the following derivation algorithm.  
Algorithm:  
Assume that constraint equations (3) may be solved, at least locally, with respect to a vector (p)βq  of dependent 
coordinates, i.e.  
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3. Construct a function *pR , in which 
)( pqE  from Rp are replaced by the constraints (3) 
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4. Assuming that components of a vector of external forces satisfy 0/ )(  ww pqQ VV , equations of the generalized 
programmed motion equations (GPME) for a system with the constraints (3) have the form 
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The resulting equations (5) plus the constraints (3) are equivalent to (4). Details about the derivation and 
properties of equations (4) can be found in Jarzębowska [11].  
3. A control platform – fusion of constrained system dynamics, control algorithms and embedded controllers 
Let us look at the GPME (4) from the control viewpoint. The constrained dynamics (4) enables planning a 
desired motion, e.g. with the constraints specified by (1) or (2). The question is then, how to design a controller 
which enables tracking a desired motion specified by (1) or (2).  
The design of control strategy architecture, presented in figure 1, is based upon utilizing the reference dynamics (4) 
outputs as inputs to a controller. The control dynamics to which a controller can be plugged in is also needed. The 
control dynamics is developed for a vehicle with material constraints on it only, i.e. for p=0 or p=1. The dynamic 
control model is developed using the GPME (4) so it is in a reduced state form, i.e. free of constraint reaction forces. 
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When to compare a dynamic control model for a constrained system based upon (4) with the equivalent one 
developed using the Lagrange approach, it is clearly visible that the latter one has to be transformed into a reduced 
state form, i.e. the Lagrange multipliers have to be eliminated.   
The separation of the material and task-based constraints is a key point that enables using the analytical dynamics 
method directly to control.  
 
Fig. 1. Tracking control strategy architecture. 
 
The strategy is referred to as a model reference tracking control strategy for programmed motion. It is model based 
and models are developed using the analytical mechanics method, i.e. the GPME.  
4. Example – control of a vehicle acceleration and jerk 
In this example the lateral acceleration change and a steering velocity are control objectives for a car-like vehicle 
performance. The vehicle is a two wheeled vehicle presented in figure 2.  
 
Fig. 2. A two-wheeled vehicle model. 
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Fig. 3. Required acceleration change in time. 
 
The coordinates for motion description are 32,),,,,( SORyxq LR u :: MMM . Physical parameters of the 
vehicle are: ,55.0 cm ,05.0 wm 05.0 d , ,026.0 r ,075.0 b  ,1023.0 6 mI 41017.0,0182.0   wc II . 
All units in the example are SI units. The material nonholonomic constraint equations are 
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In all simulation studies a computed torque controller is used. Other non-adaptive controllers or adaptive, or learning 
may be used within the tracking control strategy for programmed motion. 
4.1. Control of a lateral acceleration change for a car-like vehicle 
The task based constraint is the one that specifies the lateral acceleration change and it is specified by (1). The 
acceleration is required to be constant, equal to .45.0 lata  The control problem is then to track a desired motion, 
i.e. according to (1) and satisfy the material constraints (6) at the same time. It is then a multi-constrained control 
problem with second order constraints. 
The reference dynamics of the vehicle is 
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where ijm  are coefficients of the equation of the reference dynamics developed as in (4).  
The control dynamics is the vehicle dynamics with the constraints (6) only; it is of the form  
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where the following notation is introduced: 
- partition of a vector of generalized coordinates is ,,),( 32 RR  2121 qqq,qq  and ),( LR MM 1q  
),,( Myx 2q , in which ),( yx  are coordinates of the mass center of the platform and M  is the heading angle, 
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- the total mass consists of mass of the platform cm  and of two wheels ,2 wm  i.e. ,2 wc mmm   
- moments of inertia are: mwc III ,,  through the robot mass center, of the wheel about its axis, and about its 
diameter, and ,22 22 mcwc IIbmdmI   
- velocity dependent matrix is »¼
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- matrix of damping coefficients is ),( 2211 dddiagD  , 
- control torque vector is ),(,2 lrR WW  ττ . These are real torques applied to the wheels. 
Simulation results, i.e. the required acceleration change in time, are presented in figure 3. 
4.2. Control of a steering velocity change for a car-like vehicle 
When a task based constrain changes, the control dynamics remains unchanged so it can be stored in a computer 
for other motion programming.  
The vehicle reference dynamic model changes and in this case it has the form 
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where ijm  are coefficients of the equation of the reference dynamics, different, of course, from the ones from (7).  
We assume the steering angle changes as  > @tpi  2/3.0sin3.01M . We expect then a kind of “sneaking” 
motion. Initial controlled motion conditions are > @287.0;015;3.0;15.0;3.0;0;15.0;05.0;1.0;2.0;1.0;0;5.0;5.00  y . 
Velocity of the vehicle was set to be constant. Initial vehicle velocity, for testing purposes, was far from the required 
one what can be seen in figure 5. Simulation tracking results are presented in figure 4.  
 
Fig. 4. „Sneaking motion” of the vehicle: solid line – reference 
motion, OO – controlled. 
 
Fig. 5. Tracking desired vehicle velocity. 
 
For different initial reference vehicle motion conditions, i.e. > @1;1;0;1;0;0;2;1;1;0;1;0;2;10  y , and other required 
vehicle velocity, simulation results are in figures 6 and 7.  
 
Figure 6. „Sneaking motion” of the vehicle: solid line – reference 
motion, OO – controlled 
 
Figure 7. Tracking desired vehicle velocity. 
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5. Conclusions and future research prospects 
A multipurpose modeling framework for mechanical systems is presented in the paper. It is flexible with respect 
to modeling parameters, constraints, is easy for automation, is extendable in modeling systems, e.g. to formation of 
vehicles, and may be adapted to new options, e.g. to optimality. The framework outcomes are inputs to the advanced 
control platform – a fusion of modern control oriented modeling, control algorithms and embedded controllers. 
There are, however, challenges related to modeling and simulation using the control platform. They are 
numerical solution stabilization for models with high order constraints, application of other more sophisticated 
controllers, and incorporation of more realistic wheel models. 
Future research is planned to deal with numerical problems and incorporation of flexible sub-systems to the 
dynamic models.  
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